ABSTRACT. The classical "shire" theorem of P61ya is proved for functiuns with alge- are given on how zeros of the successive derivatives migrate to the final set.
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i.
INTRODUCTION.
Plya [1, 2] Whlttaker's "shire" [3] descripition of P61ya's Theorem is quite illuminating. Let us say that the shire of a pole I of f(z) will consist of all points z in the plane which are nearer to I than to any other pole of f(z). Then the final set of a meromorphic function consists of the boundaries of the shires of its poles.
If f(z) has but one pole, the final set is empty, and the single pole generates zero-free regions for the successive derivatives of f(z). The asymptotic size of such zero-free regions has been obtained in [4] . Thus the poles of f(z) may be thought of as repellers of equal strength of the zeros of the derivatives of f(z). A refinement of the "equal strength" aspect of the Plya shire theorem is one of the features of this paper.
The general questions posed in P61ya's classic paper [i] concern the effect of the singularity structure of an analytic function on its final set. Various other features of the proof bearing on the migration of zeros to the flna.
set are mentioned in the Remarks.
PROOFS AND REMARKS.
It is convenient to express the derivatives of the factors (z %)k/p in terms of the Gamma function, and in terms of certain factors Ck,n which were studied in the paper [4] . For an arbitrary integer k, let us define
where p > i, so that the tn-h derivative of (z %)k/p may be written as
(see [7, p. 25.-,) . We require certain information about the asymptotic behavior of the terms in (2.1). To begin with, if a and b are arbitrary real numbers, then [7, p. 257] We shall need the result of Lemma 3.1 of [4] which asserts that there is a constant A, which depends only on p, such that
Our first lemma is a result which shows that compact subsets of shires of points . ak(z-a)
where (z) is analytic in D and where we have written a i ci (a) and N N(a).
Computing derivatives in (2, 4) and using (2.1), we obtain (_l)nf (n) (z) .
For n > 0 the terms in (2.5) corresponding to k 0 and j 0 vanish since i/r(0) 0.
We are going to show that the sequences F (z) Gn(Z) and H (z) all converge to 0 n n as n , unifory on D. Starting with F (z), we first break its defining sum into n three parts, with k ranging successively over -
greatest integer function) and [(n-1)p] + 1 k < . The k t--)-h term of F (z) in the n first range has order of magnitude, for large n, r(-kp-l+n)/r(Np-l+n) 0(n-k+N)/p) o(i), n =, since k >--N + i. Since the sum over the first range has only finitely many terms, it follows that this part of F (z) is uniformly small for large n, zeD. [. All that remains is to make n large enough that, say Fn(Z) As for what happens on will be free of zeros of f(n)(z) for n large enough. Put another way, we may say that pole b, being stronger than pole a, pushes the zeros of f(n)(z) past the perpendicular bisector, even though the cluster points of zeros remain on the bisector. Note that meromorphic functions real on the real axis, whose derivatives have zeros occurring in conjugate pairs, have poles which occur in conjugate pairs, with the same orders, and with conjugate Laurent coefficients.
